that the current MS prevalence in Iran just over 30 years following the revolution is the highest so far recorded, and that most of those diagnosed at the moment would be 20-40 years old, we believe an association with the Iranian revolution and reduced subsequent vitamin D levels in pregnant women is likely.
Letter to the Editor 1979 may not be available. Exposure to vitamin D deficiency is thought to act at many time points from pregnancy to adolescence to increase MS risk [5] . Most people who develop MS experience their initial symptoms between the ages 20 and 40 years. Given that the current MS prevalence in Iran just over 30 years following the revolution is the highest so far recorded, and that most of those diagnosed at the moment would be 20-40 years old, we believe an association with the Iranian revolution and reduced subsequent vitamin D levels in pregnant women is likely.
In light of this great recent rise of MS in Iran, vitamin D repletion in the Iranian population should be strongly encouraged as this could potentially reduce MS incidence in Iran.
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No funding was received and the authors have no conflicts of interest to disclose. We read with interest the study by Elhami et al. [1] demonstrating that the incidence of multiple sclerosis (MS) in Tehran has substantially increased over the past 20 years, from 0.68/100,000 in 1989 to 5.68/100,000 in 2006, an 8.3-fold rise. MS is a complex neurological disorder resulting from genetic and environmental risk factors and their interactions. As discussed by Elhami et al., previous studies have indicated a genetic predisposition to MS in the Iranian population but genetic changes are unlikely to account for the substantial rise in MS prevalence over the last few decades [2] [3] [4] . An environmental risk factor garnering substantial support for involvement in MS aetiology is vitamin D deficiency [5] . We believe that the influence of decreased sunlight exposure and vitamin D levels on increasing MS risk needs to be strongly considered in the context of Iran's history.
In 1979, the Iranian revolution took place. Following 1979, a country previously under great Western influences became an Islamic republic. A consequent change in lifestyle and clothing ensued, particularly for women. It became a government requirement for women to wear loose-fitting clothing such as the chador and wearing of the hijab became compulsory for women in public places. This significant cultural shift would not only potentially provide one reason behind the observed increase but notably, it would account for the findings of Magzhi et al. [6] from the Isfahan region of Iran who found an increasing female preponderance and also significantly lower vitamin D levels and lower sunlight exposure in girls relative to boys. Greater vitamin D deficiency has been shown in veiled women compared to unveiled women [7] . It is a shame that the current study did not extend earlier than 1989 as it would be interesting to be able to compare MS prevalence before and after the revolution, although we fully appreciate that data, or at least reliable data, of MS prevalence before
